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The Chronicles of Narnia are among some of the most beloved children's books of all time. Now,
for the first time ever, comes an interactive guide for young readers. Take an in depth journey into
to help them further explore The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. This book answers many of
the "who, what, when, where, and why" questions of the first Narnia book. For example:*Why is
Aslan a lion?*What exactly is Turkish Delight?*How was C. S. Lewis inspired to write LWW?*And
many more facts, questions, and answers you may or may not want to know about!!The guide
will also include, trivia, games, and fascinating facts abouta dictionary of Narnia terms. This
practical guide will be the ultimate resource for readers who love The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe.

About the AuthorJames Stuart Bell is the owner of Whitestone Communications, a literary
development agency. He was Director of Religious Publishing at Doubleday. He has authored
and compiled more than forty books, including the bestselling Complete Idiot's Guide to the
Bible.Carrie Pyykkonen has degrees in early childhood education and geography and became
interested in Narnia as a young child.Linda M. Washington, a freelance writer, has written
several books for kids, including Just Plain Mel and Gotta Have God (with Jeanette Dall).--This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Chapter OneFour Kids and a War(drobe)Into the Twilight ZoneIn 1959&mdash64
(aaaaaaaaages ago), a weekly half-hour TV show called The Twilight Zone, created by an
innovative (an adjective meaning capable of making something new) man named Rod Serling,
was in production. (Reruns are shown on the SciFi channel and are on DVD.) Wondering what
that`s got to do with LWW? Plenty. Sit tight and you`ll find out.In each Twilight Zone episode,
various characters would find themselves in strange worlds or in situations extremely different
from the reality they were used to (unless they were used to being chased by maniacal talking
dolls or zombielike neighbors). Whenever they discovered something out of the ordinary, the
narrator of the show, Rod Serling, would suddenly pop up and announce that the character had
crossed over into the twilight zone. (This was another strange occurrence. After all, when was
the last time a narrator popped up in your living room and began discussing your life?) Then the
eerie theme music would play (Doo doo doo doo, doo doo doo doo).If you`ve read LWW, you
know that a girl named Lucy Pevensie was the first person in her family to cross over into a
twilight zone known as Narnia. (Check out All About Lucy at the end of the chapter.) How did she
get there? Through a wardrobe. (Give yourself minus 50 points if you said an airplane or any
other form of transportation.)Imagine opening your closet door and discovering a completely
different world beyond your clothes. (Have you checked what`s beyond your closet lately? Go
on. Give it a try. We dare you.)If you`re back from checking out your closet, let`s get back to the



fictional Lucy. We first meet Lucy and her siblings Peter, Susan, and Edmund as they arrive at
the country home of Professor Kirke (a man curiously like C. S. Lewis) during World War II,
having traveled all the way from London.Lucy, Peter, Susan, and Edmund didn`t have much
choice about living with the Professor. They had to live there. Imagine having to live with total
strangers&mdash-strangers who were told they had to take you in. How would you feel? This is
the situation Lucy and her siblings found themselves in. Little did they know that the Professor`s
home would be the key to some of the greatest adventures of their lives! It all began when they
decided to explore the many rooms of the Professor`s country house. (For exploration ideas or
tips on what to do for a rainy day, see the games at the end of the chapter.) That`s when Lucy
discovered the wardrobe in a spare room. (Wondering what a wardrobe is? Look for And Now, a
Word About Wardrobes later in the chapter. No need to thank us.)Operation EvacuationLike the
Pevensies, many kinds in real life (about 2 million) were sent out of London before and after
German forces bombed the city during World War II. This attack was known as the Blitz and was
part of a planned invasion of Britain by Nazi forces (Operation Sea Lion). Pretty soon, there was
a full-scale air battle called the Battle of Britain.Check out this handy time line of some of the
events of WWII:World War II Time LineSeptember 1, 1939Invasion of Poland by the
NazisSeptember 3, 1939Britain joins France, New Zealand, and Australia in declaring war on
Germany. Parents begin sending their children out of LondonJanuary 8, 1940The British begin
rationingJuly 10, 1940The beginning of the Battle of BritainAugust 15, 1940Air raids over Britain
beginThe bombing of London began in 1940 and continued through 1941. Imagine how scared
the people of London were during that time. (If you happened to live in New York during the
attacks on the World Trade Center in 2001, you have some idea of how scary and horrible a time
it was.)With the constant threat of air raids (attacks by enemy aircrafts), many parents knew that
their kids wouldn`t be safe in the city. So, they sent them away by train to live with families in the
country. If you lived in London during this time, your mom or dad might have done the same
thing.The evacuations began in September 1939, just as the German forces invaded Poland.
Signs were posted all over London, alerting people as to when and where the evacuations would
take place.Many kids were evacuated through their schools. Most traveled light, bringing only a
gas mask, a toothbrush, and ID card, and a change of underwear. (Since the gas masks were
red and blue, they were called Mickey Mouse masks. Wanna guess why?)After arriving at a town
or village station, the kids would be divided among the families in the area, who were under
orders to provide homes for them. (When a person is under orders to report to a place, you
would say that he or she is billeted to that location. Amaze your friends with your keen
vocabulary.)His Home Was Their HomeEven C. S. Lewis had wartime guests, probably starting
in September 1939.1 His home had enough room for four kids. A group of girls from London
stayed at his country home on the outskirts of Oxford. They didn`t all arrive at once. They were
sent to his home in stages. Some of the girls stayed for more than a year.While two of the girls
(Patricia Boshell and Marie Bose) arrived, Lewis was busy in the garden. Since he wore dirty
gardening clothes, one of them assumed he was the gardener! At least he could laugh about



it.At this point, Lewis taught at Oxford University and shared a home (the Kilns) with his brother,
Warren, and Janie and Maureen Moore&mdash-the mother and sister of his friend Paddy, who
had been killed during World War I (more on that in chapter 16). Mrs. Moore (whose nickname
was Minto, but not like Mentos the mints) lived there until she was placed in a nursing home in
1950.Because of the air raids (or threat of them), blackouts took place, even in the country.
Everyone was told to hang black fabric against the windows each night. With everything dark,
Nazi bombers would have a harder time finding targets.Keep in mind that food, gas, clothes, and
coal were rationed then. Officials feared that food supplied would run out, so everyone was
allotted a certain amount of food (a ration). Ration books were handed out so that everyone
could keep track of food items like eggs, butter, and sugar. Even kids had ration books. Perhaps
the Pevensies brought theirs to the Professor`s house. C. S. Lewis`s boarders would have each
had one. (Try to imagine what rationing would be like now. How would you feel if a limit was
placed on the amount of food you could eat each week?At this point in his life, Lewis had little
experience with kids. Although he thought his guests were nice and all (as he told his brother in
a letter), their presence was a challenge for a busy professor, especially since they kept asking
for advice on what to do.2 (Maybe that`s why he made the Pevensies able to entertain
themselves at the Professor`s house. They`re like you in that regard, right?) Still, he liked having
them around.His wartime boarders gave him good material for a story. At first, he thought about
writing a story about four kids (Rose, Peter, Martin, and Ann) who were sent to the home of an
old professor. (Sounds familiar.) But the land of Narnia you know and love was still to be
developed. (More on that in chapter 5b. You can wait that long, right? Unless you want to skip
ahead and read it right now. We won`t tell.)But it all started with a wardrobe.And Now, a Word
About WardrobesSome rooms in old houses like Professor Kirke`s didn`t have closets.
Wardrobes&mdash-big, wooden cabinets really&mdash-were used for storing clothes.C. S.
Lewis may have been inspired to write about a wardrobe by one that his grandfather made
(pictured below), which occupied a space in his childhood home, Little Lea, back in Belfast. The
wardrobe (Lucy Pevensie not included) currently resides at Marion E. Wade Center in Wheaton,
Illinois.Another source of inspiration for LWW came from one of the girls evacuated from London
who asked Lewis what was in an old wardrobe. Could she explore it? Her question undoubtedly
stayed in Lewis`s mind (kind of like a song that just won`t leave your head).In Chapter 1 of LWW,
Lucy did just what Lewis`s wartime boarder did&mdash-she explored a wardrobe. There she
discovered more than just a bunch of old fur coats and other clothes. Like Dorothy in The
Wonderful Wizard of Oz, she found a new world to explore&mdash-a world quite different from
the one she just left. This was Narnia.The first creature she met in Narnia was a faun: Mr.
Tumnus. (You don`t see fauns every day... or ever!) Meeting Mr. Tumnus sets up the conflict (the
central problem) of the story. In chapter 2 of this book, you`ll read more about fauns and
handkerchiefs than you probably ever thought you would.Ta-Duh!Lucy and C. S. LewisIf you read
the letter on the dedication page of LWW, you already know that there was a girl named Lucy in
C. S. Lewis`s life. But did you know that she was the daughter of Owen Barfield, a friend from his



days as a student at Oxford University? Barfield was an author, philosopher, and a member of
the Inklings writers` group to which C. S. Lewis and J. R. R. Tolkien (author of The Lord of the
Rings) belonged. And no, the real Lucy didn`t discover Narnia, except through the pages of C. S.
Lewis`s book.Early InspirationsAnother girl went through a wardrobe in a spare room and found
herself in a strange place. Her name was Amabel (that`s right&mdash-Amabel, not Anabel or
Annabelle) and she`s the main character in The Aunt and Amabel, one of the short stories in
The Magic World by E. Nesbit (published in 1912). (For more on E. Nesbit, see chapter 5c.)<b...--
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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To all the tweeners in our lives …Caitie, Chloe, Jasmine, Joseph, Kelsey, Lamont, Larissa,
Samantha, Samuel, Sarah, Sean, and TyannaOur hope for all of you: dream big, be inquisitive,
and never lose sight of the Aslan of our world. (He will never lose sight of you.)P.S. C. S. Lewis
was right—you are never too old for fairy tales.Table of ContentsTitle PageINTRODUCTION -
Stop Right There!CHAPTER ONE - Four Kids and a War(drobe)Into The Twilight ZoneEarly
InspirationsOperation EvacuationHis Home Was Their HomeAnd Now, a Word About
WardrobesRainy-Day GamesAll About LucyCHAPTER TWO - Why the Egg Was Brown and
Other Questions You May or May not Care About!InquisitivenessWHY IS THE EGG BROWN?IS
A STRANGE FAUN STRANGER IF IT IS A STRANGER?WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT MR.
TUMNUS?All About Mr. TumnusIS KIDNAPPING REALLY THE ANSWER?46 USES FOR
HANDKERCHIEFS AND OTHER “FAUN” THINGSWHY IS LUCY CALLED A DAUGHTER OF
EVE?CHAPTER THREE - Don’t Get “Carrie-d” Away By a SleighGood AdviceADVICE FOR
LUCYADVICE FOR EDMUNDHow Lucy and Edmund Rank at Taking AdviceAdvice About
ReindeerAdvice as Close as Your Daily NewspaperCHAPTER FOUR - Turkish Delight Fit for a
QueenFit for a QueenQuest to Rule QuizTurkish DelightAN UNOFFICIAL SURVEY: TURKISH
DELIGHT REVEALEDEdmund’s ChoicesCHAPTER FIVE A - Logically SpeakingPinky and Your
BrainKnock, Knock … Who’s There?Logic About NarniaAll About Professor KirkeEveryday
LogicSolve the Logic PuzzleCHAPTER FIVE B - Imagine That!A Defeat and a DecisionBad
News from a FriendBut There’s Good News TooThe 411 on Fairy TalesSehnsuchtHome Sweet
HomeThis Old HouseAnd Now, a Word About ArmorCOAT OF ARMSCHAPTER FIVE C - The
ImaginersKenneth Grahame (1859–1932)George Macdonald (1824–1905)Edith Nesbit (1858–
1924)Beatrix Potter (1866–1943)John Ronald Reuel tolkien (1892–1973)The InklingsCHAPTER
SIX - Over the River and Through the WoodsWhich Pevensie Are You Most Like?A Few Good
Flowers and TreesBirds in Narnia and Other PlacesOn Your Mark, Get Set, Go!CHAPTER
SEVEN - Busy as a BeaverA Bit About BeaversNovice QuizIntermediate QuizHome Sweet
HomeEnemies at the GaveBut What About Friends?A Day in the Life of …So. What do Beavers
Eat?Sew What?All About Mr. and Mrs. BeaverCHAPTER EIGHT - We Wondered as We
WanderedNo Ordinary LionThe Lion of JudasTo Be an Allegory or Not to Be an Allegory: That Is
the QuestionFacts About the FutureNot Safe? What Does That Mean?Awe of AslanAll About
AslanThe Stone AgeCHAPTER NINE - Into the Dark SideA Boy Behaving BadlySTORY 1: A
SECRET MEETINGSTORY 2: A COLD PLACEHome Dank HomeA Dark Time for C. S.
LewisDwarfs(ves) in MythologyAll About EdmundCHAPTER TEN - A Place for Father
ChristmasHo-Ho No No?Have a Holly Jolly Christmas?Father Christmas and SantaArmed for
BattleThe Gift of a SwordChristmas in Great BritainCHAPTER ELEVEN - The Fast and the
Furious (and We’re Not Crying Wolf)Hungry Like the Wolf?Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?So,
What’s the Real Story?Band on the RunA Few Good WolvesAll About MaugrimA New
BeginningSatyrsNarnians You Wouldn’t Want to Meet in a Dark AlleyCHAPTER TWELVE - A



Knight’s TaleThe Peck of Perils Peter Pevensie PickedFROM ZERO TO HEROSPUR
WINNINGSt. George and C. S. LewisThe Promised LandThe Stones of the UkAll About
PeterCHAPTER THIRTEEN - The Good, the Bad, and the UglyMonster MashTHE GOODTHE
BADTHE UGLYWhat’s Deep Magic?CHAPTER FOURTEEN - The Saddest Chapter EverIt’s
Over now?Too Late?Overconfident VillainsA Sad Battle in Britain’s HistoryAnd in This Corner …
All About the White WitchChillin’ Like a Villain QuizCHAPTER FIFTEEN - The “Mane”
EventEucatastrophe and YouA Big EventHe’s Alive!What We Need Is … a Hero(ine) QuizAll
About SusanCHAPTER SIXTEEN - A Fight to the FinishThe Great WarWhy Go to War?Jack-in-
the-BoxThe Final ShowdownDing-Dong, the Witch Is DeadThe Breath of LifeCastles in the
UKAll about Giant RumblebuffinCHAPTER SEVENTEEN - All’s Well That Ends WellAnd They
Lived Happily Ever AfterWhat About the White Stag?Return to RealityYoung RulersLet’s Play
Jeopardy!Oscar TimeEpilogue: The Last WordThe Show Must Go OnStudy Guide: A Book
Worth DiscussingCHAPTER 1CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 3CHAPTER 4CHAPTER 5CHAPTER
6CHAPTER 7CHAPTER 8CHAPTER 9CHAPTER 10CHAPTER 11CHAPTER 12CHAPTER
13CHAPTER 14CHAPTER 15CHAPTER 16CHAPTER 17Your Very Own Narnia CelebrationA
Mr. Tumnus Tea PartyA Beaver Family BashA Royal Dinner PartyPlanning Your
PartyAcknowledgmentsInside “The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe”About the
AuthorsNotesCopyright PageINTRODUCTIONStop Right There!Hey, you—you with the book in
your hand. No, don’t put it down. There’s no turning back now. You might as well keep
reading.You’ve picked up this book for one reason—well, maybe two:1. Because your mom/
grandpa/cousin It thinks you need to read it, so you’re just humoring him/her/it, because he/she/
it is staring at you right now.2. You want to know what the big deal is about The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe. No harm in that. For over fifty years, millions of people have been curious
about this very book.Expert, Intermediate, or Novice?Since you’re going to read this book
anyway (might as well, since you’ve come this far), we’d like to make a quick suggestion. First of
all, decide what you are. No, we don’t mean the obvious I’m a ten-/eleven-/thirty-seven-year-old
boy/girl stuff. We’re talking about what you are in regard to how much you know about The Lion,
the Witch and the Wardrobe (or LWW, as we’ll call it from now on … come on now, say it with
feeling, “L-W-W”) by Clive Staples Lewis (otherwise known as C. S. Lewis). Are you• an Expert—
someone who already knows everything about LWW and wants to test your knowledge?• an
Intermediate—someone who knows an average amount of information about LWW?• a Novice—
someone who knows next to nothing about Narnia? Let’s face it. Your first question was “Narnia?
Who’s she?” Admit it.Regardless of your knowledge of Lewis’s book or lack of it, this book can
meet your information needs. But we wouldn’t want you to waste time reading pages you don’t
have to read. We know how busy you are. To show that we care, we invite you to choose the
category below that fits your level of knowledge about LWW and read only the suggested
pages.• Expert—Read all of the WHITE pages in this book• Intermediate—Read all of the
WHITE pages in this book• Novice—Read all of the WHITE pages in this bookKnow what to
read now? Okay—Let’s get started! First …A Little BackgroundThe Lion, the Witch and the



Wardrobe (whoops! LWW) was published in 1950, probably before your mom or dad was born.
(Imagine that!) But the idea for LWW began waaaayyy before that, when C. S. Lewis was just a
kid in Belfast, Northern Ireland. (He was born on November 29, 1898—an even longer time
ago!)Thumb front viewThumb side viewNow, take a quick look at your thumb. Go on! Count the
joints in it.You’ve got two joints, right? (Okay, count ‘em again.) Get this: C. S. Lewis had only one
joint on each thumb. Yes, really! Because he had a hard time building things, he started writing
stories. (Every kid’s gotta do something.)Being left alone a lot in a large house in the country
outside of Belfast inspired his imagination. (His mother, Flora, died just before he turned ten and
Albert, his dad, was busy working.) “Little Lea,” the house Lewis’s family moved into in 1905, had
a big attic and lots of passages and books to explore.Lewis soon found that he liked to make up
stories about “dressed animals.” These stories became part of “Animal-Land,” an imaginary
world he shared with his brother, Warren, who was three years older. Warren (aka Warnie),
however, had his own “country”—India, one that bore a passing resemblance to the real
one.1When he was a teen, C. S. Lewis—or Jack, as he preferred to be called, because he didn’t
like his first name (he liked his dog’s name instead)—wrote a story called “Boxen: or Scenes
from Boxonian City Life.”2 It involved the union of two kingdoms: India and Animal-land. Now,
Animal-land wasn’t exactly like Narnia any more than you’re like your aunt Noreen. Lewis
wouldn’t even begin to develop Narnia until he was forty—long after he began teaching at
Oxford University.What We’ll Tell You About C. S. LewisWe could tell you more about his life, how
he stopped believing in God after his mother’s death, how he grew up to attend Oxford as a
student, taught there, and later taught at Cambridge, the friends (Arthur Greeves, Owen Barfield,
J. R. R. Tolkien, and others) he made, how he fought in World War I, how he started believing in
God again, and how he married for the first and only time at the age of fifty-seven. Actually, we’ll
get to some of that later in this book. But really our job is simply to tell you about what led him to
write LWW. There are plenty of biographies of C. S. Lewis that provide more information about
his life.3Throughout his life, C. S. Lewis loved fairy tales and other fantasy stories like Gulliver’s
Travels by Jonathan Swift, the Iliad and the Odyssey (Homer—and we don’t mean Simpson), Le
Morte d’Arthur by Thomas Malory, as well as children’s books by Edith Nesbit (Five Children and
It and The Amulet), George Macdonald (The Princess and the Goblin), Beatrix Potter (The Tale
of Peter Rabbit, The Tale of Squirrel Nutkin), and Kenneth Grahame (The Wind in the Willows).
(Some books were longer-loved than others.) He also liked books by H. G. Wells (The Time
Machine). Maybe you’ve read books by these authors, too. (For more about them, see chapter
5c.)As you read this book (the book in your hand), you’ll find more information about C. S.
Lewis’s past as well as his deepest beliefs, which caused him to write the story that he did. That
story of course is the great adventure story called The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
(LWW).Come explore with us!By the way, you can read this book two ways:• From cover to cover
(We hope you’ll do that!)• By topics. If you choose this option, the table of contents will be your
best friend (But we’ll be yours if you choose the first option).Some Freebies You Get with the
Purchase of This Book• Narnia Knowledge (or NK for short): Every so often we’ll define a word



or phrase from the book or tell you about a fairy-tale creature Lewis mentions (for example,
satyrs) that you might’ve wondered about. Be on the lookout!• Exciting facts about C. S. Lewis,
history, science, and other cool stuffs (wars, wolves, and wardrobes)• Random quizzes and lists•
46 Uses for Handkerchiefs and Other “Faun” Things (You never know when these will be useful
in your life.)• An unofficial Turkish Delight survey (We risked life and limb to get you the facts.)•
Ta-Duh Facts. Not ta-da. We mean, ta-duh. These are facts that you may or may not know (for
example, who the “real” Lucy was in C. S. Lewis’s life; how a road is made; etc.). If you know
them, you’ll probably just roll your eyes and go, “Duh. I already knew that.” See? That’s why we
call them “Ta-Duh Facts.”• A study guide you can use in your very own Narnia Book
ClubCHAPTER ONEFour Kids and a War(drobe)Into The Twilight ZoneIn 1959–64
(aaaaaaaaages ago), a weekly half-hour TV show called The Twilight Zone, created by an
innovative (an adjective meaning “capable of making something new”) man named Rod Serling,
was in production. (Reruns are shown on the SciFi channel and are on DVD.) Wondering what
that’s got to do with LWW? Plenty. Sit tight and you’ll find out.In each Twilight Zone episode,
various characters would find themselves in strange worlds or in situations extremely different
from the reality they were used to (unless they were used to being chased by maniacal talking
dolls or zombielike neighbors). Whenever they discovered something out of the ordinary, the
narrator of the show, Rod Serling, would suddenly pop up and announce that the character had
“crossed over into the twilight zone.” (This was another strange occurrence. After all, when was
the last time a narrator popped up in your living room and began discussing your life?) Then the
eerie theme music would play (Doo doo doo doo, doo doo doo doo).If you’ve read LWW, you
know that a girl named Lucy Pevensie was the first person in her family to cross over into a
“twilight zone” known as Narnia. (Check out “All About Lucy” at the end of the chapter.) How did
she get there? Through a wardrobe. (Give yourself minus 50 points if you said an airplane or any
other form of transportation.)Imagine opening your closet door and discovering a completely
different world beyond your clothes. (Have you checked what’s beyond your closet lately? Go on.
Give it a try. We dare you.)TA-DUH!Lucy and C. S. LewisIf you read the letter on the dedication
page of LWW, you already know that there was a girl named Lucy in C. S. Lewis’s life. But did you
know that she was the daughter of Owen Barfield, a friend from his days as a student at Oxford
University? Barfield was an author, philosopher, and a member of the “Inklings” writers’ group to
which C. S. Lewis and J. R. R. Tolkien (author of The Lord of the Rings) belonged. And no, the
real Lucy didn’t discover Narnia, except through the pages of C. S. Lewis’s book.If you’re back
from checking out your closet, let’s get back to the fictional Lucy. We first meet Lucy and her
siblings Peter, Susan, and Edmund as they arrive at the country home of Professor Kirke (a man
curiously like C. S. Lewis) during World War II, having traveled all the way from London.Lucy,
Peter, Susan, and Edmund didn’t have much choice about living with the Professor. They had to
live there. Imagine having to live with total strangers—strangers who were told they had to take
you in. How would you feel? This is the situation Lucy and her siblings found themselves in. Little
did they know that the Professor’s home would be the key to some of the greatest adventures of



their lives! It all began when they decided to explore the many rooms of the Professor’s country
house. (For exploration ideas or tips on what to do for a rainy day, see the games at the end of
the chapter.) That’s when Lucy discovered the wardrobe in a spare room. (Wondering what a
wardrobe is? Look for “And Now, a Word About Wardrobes” later in the chapter. No need to
thank us.)Early InspirationsAnother girl went through a wardrobe in a spare room and found
herself in a strange place. Her name was Amabel (that’s right—Amabel, not Anabel or
Annabelle) and she’s the main character in “The Aunt and Amabel,” one of the short stories in
The Magic World by E. Nesbit (published in 1912). (For more on E. Nesbit, see chapter 5c.)If you
haven’t read “The Aunt and Amabel,” maybe you won’t mind us telling you some of the plot.
Eight-year-old Amabel performs an act she believes is thoughtful, but her aunt thinks otherwise.
Result: punishment for Amabel. She winds up spending the day in a room with a large wardrobe.
But that room is the site of a huge adventure, which begins with the discovery of a train
timetable. On it she sees a curious station name: Bigwardrobeinspareroom. After climbing into
the wardrobe, she winds up at a curious place called Whereyouwantogoto.Although C. S. Lewis
read this story years before writing LWW, it’s doubtful that he had it in mind while writing his
book.Operation EvacuationLike the Pevensies, many kids in real life (about 2 million) were sent
out of London before and after German forces bombed the city during World War II. This attack
was known as the Blitz and was part of a planned invasion of Britain by Nazi forces (“Operation
Sea Lion”). Pretty soon, there was a full-scale air battle called the Battle of Britain.Check out this
handy time line of some of the events of WWII:WORLD WAR II TIME LINESeptember 1,
1939Invasion of Poland by the NazisSeptember 3, 1939Britain joins France, New Zealand, and
Australia in declaring war on Germany. Parents begin sending their children out of
London.January 8, 1940The British begin rationing.July 10, 1940The beginning of the Battle of
BritainAugust 15, 1940Air raids over Britain begin.The bombing of London began in 1940 and
continued through 1941. Imagine how scared the people of London were during that time. (If you
happened to live in New York during the attacks on the World Trade Center in 2001, you have
some idea of how scary and horrible a time it was.)With the constant threat of air raids (attacks
by enemy aircrafts), many parents knew that their kids wouldn’t be safe in the city. So, they sent
them away by train to live with families in the country. If you lived in London during this time, your
mom or dad might have done the same thing.The evacuations began in September 1939, just as
the German forces invaded Poland. Signs were posted all over London, alerting people as to
when and where the evacuations would take place.Many kids were evacuated through their
schools. Most traveled light, bringing only a gas mask, a toothbrush, an ID card, and a change of
underwear. (Since the gas masks were red and blue, they were called “Mickey Mouse” masks.
Wanna guess why?)After arriving at a town or village station, the kids would be divided among
the families in the area, who were under orders to provide homes for them. (When a person is
under orders to report to a place, you would say that he or she is billeted to that location. Amaze
your friends with your keen vocabulary.)His Home Was Their HomeEven C. S. Lewis had
wartime guests, probably starting in September 1939.4 His home had enough room for four kids.



A group of girls from London stayed at his country home on the outskirts of Oxford. They didn’t
all arrive at once. They were sent to his home in stages. Some of the girls stayed for more than a
year.While two of the girls (Patricia Boshell and Marie Bosc) arrived, Lewis was busy in the
garden. Since he wore dirty gardening clothes, one of them assumed he was the gardener! At
least he could laugh about it.At this point, Lewis taught at Oxford University and shared a home
(“the Kilns”) with his brother, Warren, and Janie and Maureen Moore—the mother and sister of
his friend Paddy, who had been killed during World War I (more on that in chapter 16). Mrs.
Moore (whose nickname was Minto, but not like Mentos the mints) lived there until she was
placed in a nursing home in 1950.Because of the air raids (or threat of them), blackouts took
place, even in the country. Everyone was told to hang black fabric against the windows each
night. With everything dark, Nazi bombers would have a harder time finding targets.Keep in mind
that food, gas, clothes, and coal were rationed then. Officials feared that food supplies would run
out, so everyone was allotted a certain amount of food (a ration). Ration books were handed out
so that everyone could keep track of food items like eggs, butter, and sugar. Even kids had ration
books. Perhaps the Pevensies brought theirs to the Professor’s house. C. S. Lewis’s boarders
would have each had one. (Try to imagine what rationing would be like now. How would you feel
if a limit was placed on the amount of food you could eat each week?)At this point in his life,
Lewis had little experience with kids. Although he thought his guests were nice and all (as he
told his brother in a letter), their presence was a challenge for a busy professor, especially since
they kept asking for advice on what to do.5 (Maybe that’s why he made the Pevensies able to
entertain themselves at the Professor’s house. They’re like you in that regard, right?) Still, he
liked having them around.His wartime boarders gave him good material for a story. At first, he
thought about writing a story about four kids (Rose, Peter, Martin, and Ann) who were sent to the
home of an old professor. (Sounds familiar.) But the land of Narnia you know and love was still to
be developed. (More on that in chapter 5b. You can wait that long, right? Unless you want to skip
ahead and read it right now. We won’t tell.)But it all started with a wardrobe.And Now, a Word
About WardrobesSome rooms in old houses like Professor Kirke’s didn’t have closets.
Wardrobes—big, wooden cabinets really—were used for storing clothes.C. S. Lewis may have
been inspired to write about a wardrobe by one that his grandfather made (pictured below),
which occupied a space in his childhood home, Little Lea, back in Belfast. The wardrobe (Lucy
Pevensie not included) currently resides at Marion E. Wade Center in Wheaton, Illinois.Used by
permission of Marion E. Wade Center, Wheaton College, Wheaton, IL.Another source of
inspiration for LWW came from one of the girls evacuated from London who asked Lewis what
was in an old wardrobe. Could she explore it? Her question undoubtedly stayed in Lewis’s mind
(kind of like a song that just won’t leave your head).In chapter 1 of LWW, Lucy did just what
Lewis’s wartime boarder did—she explored a wardrobe. There she discovered more than just a
bunch of old fur coats and other clothes. Like Dorothy in The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, she found
a new world to explore—a world quite different from the one she just left. This was Narnia.The
first creature she met in Narnia was a faun: Mr. Tumnus. (You don’t see fauns every day … or



ever!) Meeting Mr. Tumnus sets up the conflict (the central problem) of the story. In chapter 2 of
this book, you’ll read more about fauns and handkerchiefs than you probably ever thought you
would.Rainy-Day GamesBeing stuck inside on a rainy day during summer vacation can be quite
a bummer if you haven’t a clue what to do. It’s especially hard to stay indoors when you have
your heart set on such splendid activities as riding bikes or playing with friends.Peter, Susan,
Edmund, and Lucy found themselves in a similar situation. The children had their hearts set on
exploring the grounds and neighboring woods and mountains, but instead found themselves
indoors.Rain can sometimes be quite a bothersome thing, but as in almost all situations that
seem disappointing, there is the opportunity for something good to happen—even adventure. It
took time for the Pevensie children to warm up to the idea of having fun indoors, but of course
having a good time is a choice. Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy were ready to make something
good happen even during a dreary day.Sometimes adventure finds us in the most unlikely
places. Adventure found Lucy through what looked like a plain old wardrobe. She became the
first in her family to enter Narnia.Even if you have lived in the same place for years, you may
want to take a closer look at your surroundings. Have you noticed everything? There probably is
something new and exciting to discover. Are you stuck indoors today? If so, try exploring or do
one of the other rainy-day activities listed below.IDEAS FROM THE PEVENSIES• Read a book.
Susan suggests reading books for entertainment while it is raining outside. Why not read one of
the Narnia books or another favorite book of your choice?• Exploring. Lucy discovers Narnia
during an exploration of the Professor’s house. What will you find in your house?OTHER IDEAS•
Story writing. Write a story and draw your own illustrations about what you would hope to find if
you entered a wardrobe.• Scavenger hunt. Create a list of items using LWW as a guide. Split up
into teams and see how many items you can find on the list. For instance, try to find an umbrella,
a Bible, and a wireless (a radio).• House building. Create a model of the Professor’s house using
household items such as cereal boxes and cans, don’t forget about having many doors. When
you’re finished, try to imagine what would be behind each door.All About LucyAGE: Eight or
nineBIRTH ORDER: She’s the youngest Pevensie.NICKNAME(S): LuQUALITIES: She’s honest,
loyal, helpful, perceptive, and fearful. Yet she’s also adventurous. After all, she didn’t back out of
the wardrobe after finding out that it led to a different world. She also didn’t say no to visiting a
strange faun at his house (chapter 2). And she later insisted that her brothers and sister help the
faun after learning of his arrest. Also, she was the only one besides Susan to follow Aslan when
he surrendered himself to the witch (see chapters 14 and 15).CLAIM TO FAME: She was the
first to enter Narnia and the one who encouraged her siblings to help Mr. Tumnus.LIKES/LOVES:
Exploring old houses; the smell and feel of fur; the faun Mr. Tumnus; being truthfulDISLIKES:
Being called a liarGIFT FROM FATHER CHRISTMAS: A vial with a cordial; a daggerNARNIA
TITLE(S): Queen Lucy; Lucy the Valiant; Daughter of EveCHAPTER TWOWhy the Egg Was
Brown and Other Questions You May or May not Care About!InquisitivenessHave you ever
wondered why the earth is round or why skittles come in different colors? We have. This is what
is called inquisitiveness, just trying to figure things out or simply being curious. Lucy’s



inquisitiveness was the fuel that drove her feet past the fur coats right into the land of Narnia.
Learning new things can be fun! LWW ignites the inquisitive mind to ask all kinds of questions
that deserve exploration. Let’s continue on as inquisitive readers and learn some interesting
facts that are worthy of consideration.WHY IS THE EGG BROWN?We are so glad you asked! Of
course the more important question is which came first, the chicken or the egg? Scientists
believe that it is actually the … just kidding. We are not going to get into this ongoing and never-
ending debate (ask your parents).However, we do know that the color of an egg has to do with
the breed of the hen that lays the egg. A brown (also known as red) hen lays brown eggs and a
white hen lays white eggs. That was pretty simple. Did you know that there are no significant
nutritional differences between white and brown eggs? So, eat the one you like best! Apparently
Mr. Tumnus prefers the brown variety, or are there only brown chickens in Narnia? What do you
think?IS A STRANGE FAUN STRANGER IF IT IS A STRANGER?Perhaps it is strange to meet a
faun in a foreign land, but probably even rarer to meet one in your own land. Lucy’s first faun
meeting was soon after she pushed through those furs in the wardrobe. Do you think it would be
strange to meet a being that is half goat and half human? We thought meeting a faun would
score a strange rating of three: Strange because it is an unfamiliar creature; strange because
fauns are just strange by nature; and strange because he/she/it is a stranger.The faun Lucy met
was, of course, readers, Mr. Tumnus. Mr. Tumnus definitely showed signs of being strange—
such as his nervous chatter, his very tidy cave home, and what’s with the umbrella! But we
should be quick to point out that as Mr. Tumnus became less of a stranger, he became less
strange. And of all the things Mr. Tumnus is, he is inquisitive, just like you, reader.WHAT DO WE
KNOW ABOUT MR. TUMNUS?By exploring Mr. Tumnus’s living quarters we can get a peek at
what kind of faun he really is. The faun in question lived in a cave. Caves are typically good for
exploring but a little too dark, dreary, and cold to reside in. Would you want to live in a cave? As
bizarre as a home in a cave is to us, Narnia definitely is bound to have its differences to England,
and America, so perhaps living in a cave is not so strange to a Narnian. Lucy must have felt a
little awkward going into a stranger’s cave. But imagine talking to a faun in the land of Narnia,
which is definitely a strange experience. However, inside the faun’s house many things were
familiar to Lucy. After all, Mr. Tumnus had books, a kettle for tea, a table and chairs to sit on. We,
lovers of stories and books, found Mr. Tumnus’s library quite interesting.BOOKS WE KNOW
ARE IN MR. TUMNUS’S LIBRARY …The Life and Letters of Silenus or Nymphs and Their Ways
Men, Monks, and Gamekeepers; A Study in Popular Legend Is Man a Myth?BOOKS WE
THOUGHT WOULD BE IN MR. TUMNUS’S LIBRARY …How to Kidnap Without GuiltThe
History of Narnian WintersWhy Christmas Became ExtinctList three books you think would be in
Mr. Tumnus’s library (go ahead, give it a try) …All About Mr. TumnusAGE: Middle-aged during
the rule of Peter, Susan, Edmund, and LucyUNUSUAL CHARACTERISTICS: Strange verse
(talk); obsessive umbrella useNICKNAME(S): Unknown (“Tums” might be nice,
though)QUALITIES: Good housekeeper; kindCLAIM TO FAME: First named and honored by the
enthroned childrenLIKES/LOVES: Aslan, tea, books, the fluteDISLIKES: The White Witch; it



being always winter and never ChristmasIS KIDNAPPING REALLY THE ANSWER?We hate to
bring up the unfortunate truth about Mr. Tumnus’s employment. It really is a shame that Mr.
Tumnus ever had contact with the White Witch at all. It is clear that Mr. Tumnus was scared of
what the witch would do to him if he did not comply with her wishes. So Mr. Tumnus with a guilty
heart told the witch that if he met a human he would kidnap him or her and take them straight to
her.Do you know how it feels when we do something wrong but we are to scared to do what is
right? As time goes on, we start feeling guilty. Then, because guilt feels so awful, we try to hide
that hurt and try to forget we ever did wrong. Well, Mr. Tumnus wanted to pretend that he wasn’t
doing wrong. He had convinced himself that humans were somewhat lower than he was, so
perhaps it was all right to trick them and give them over to the White Witch. But then he actually
met a Daughter of Eve and it was clear that she was very pleasant indeed. We are, of course,
talking about Lucy, someone with many good qualities. The faun had two options: he could
continue with his plan of kidnapping or repent of his ways.Confessing your wrongs is a very
difficult thing to do. There are many ways to say sorry and ask for forgiveness. Mr. Tumnus is one
of those fauns who apparently makes a puddle on the floor with his tears. No matter how you go
about admitting your misdeeds, the important thing is your heart. It is clear in the story of Mr.
Tumnus that he was truly sorry for what he did. Because of this ability to be truthful, a beautiful
friendship developed between Lucy and Mr. Tumnus.Lucy, a good friend, shows care for Mr.
Tumnus throughout their time with each other. One way she shows kindness is by giving him a
handkerchief to catch his tears. You might think that handkerchiefs only have one use and
therefore are not very good gifts, but we came up with forty-five uses for them. Oh, and uses for
one other “fun” or “faun” thing.
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WriterGal, “A great resource for kids. If you read (and loved) THE LION, THE WITCH AND THE
WARDROBE, but found yourself confused about some of the terms, creatures, or metaphors in
the book, this book offers helpful information. For example, perhaps you've wondered what
Turkish delight is, why Lucy and Susan were called "daughters of Eve," or the difference
between a sledge and a sleigh. Beyond that, it is an informative look at C. S. Lewis--his
childhood, faith, wartime experiences, and the authors who influenced him (E. Nesbitt, Kenneth
Grahame, Beatrix Potter--to name a few). The book contains a logic puzzle, quizzes ("Which
Pevensie Are You Most Like?"; a quiz on beavers, "Chillin' Like a Villain Quiz") rainy-day games,
Narnia-theme party ideas, and book study questions for reading groups. Most of all, the
engaging, somewhat irreverent tone will keep you turning pages. And the picture of the cat
dressed as Aslan is hilarious!”

The book by Jonathan Moeller has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 2 people have provided feedback.
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